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Abstract
Biomedical properties of hydrogen water have been extensively investigated, but the effect of hydrogen on good healthy subjects remains
unclear. This study was designed to explore the hygiene improvement by electrolytically generated hydrogen warm water (40℃) on capillary blood streams, skin moisture, and keratin plugs in skin pores in normal good healthy subjects with their informed consents. Fingertipcapillary blood stream was estimated after hand-immersing in hydrogen warm water by videography using a CCD-based microscope, and the
blood flow levels increased to about 120% versus normal warm water, after 60 minutes of the hand-immersing termination. Skin moisture of
subjects was assessed using an electro-conductivity-based skin moisture meter. Immediately after taking a bath filled with hydrogen warm
water, the skin moisture increased by 5–10% as compared to before bathing, which was kept on for the 7-day test, but indistinct, because
of lower solubility of hydrogen in “warm” water than in room-temperature water. Cleansing of keratin plugs in skin-pores was assessed by
stereoscopic microscopy and scanning electron microscopy. After hydrogen warm water bathing, the numbers of cleansed keratin plugs also
increased on cheek of subjects 2.30- to 4.47-fold as many as the control for normal warm water. And areas of cleansed keratin plugs in the
cheeks increased about 1.3-fold as much as the control. More marked improvements were observed on cheeks than on nostrils. Hydrogen
warm water may thoroughly cleanse even keratin-plugs of residual amounts that could not be cleansed by normal warm water, through its
permeability into wide-ranged portions of hair-pores, and promote the fingertip blood streams more markedly than merely through warmness due to normal warm water.
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INTRODUCTION

Every aerobic organism consumes oxygen in a physiological process, concurrently with generating the potentially
deleterious reactive oxygen species.1 And a chronic state of
oxidative stress is defined as a quantitative imbalance between
pro-oxidants and antioxidants and is widely considered as
a cause of disease and aging.2 It is recognized that reactive
oxygen species and iron have a dangerous partnership in
inflammation.3 Traditional antioxidants including vitamin C,
vitamin E, and β-carotene have relatively weak effects, and
poor penetration of lipid bilayers and cell membranes results
in inadequate clinical effects. Novel types of antioxidants that
are effective and safe are eagerly awaited, and mild antioxidants with strong targeting tendencies have been developed.
Purified nanomaterials with antioxidant properties have been
developed, including hydrogen water,4-5 Platinum nanocolloid,5
H2-silica,4-6 and fullerene C60.7
Recently, a hydrogen molecule that has a very low molecular
weight and diffuses readily, without any toxicity8 has been re-

ceived much attention as a novel antioxidant in preventive and
therapeutic medical applications.4-5 Multiple pharmacological
effects of hydrogen molecules have been reported including
antioxidant activities.4-6,8-11 Drinking hydrogen water for 72
weeks significantly improved the total Unified Parkinson’s
Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) score of Parkinson’s disease
patients.12 Han et al.13 reported that hydrogen water inhibited the
accumulation of the β-galactosidase, an indicator of aging, in the
cytoplasm and abnormal nuclei appearance in murine embryonic
fibroblasts. Although most drugs specifically act to their targets,
a hydrogen molecule seems to differ from conventional pharmaceutical drugs, because a hydrogen molecule rapidly diffuses and
militates moderately into tissues and cells.14 By these reasons,
we have been performed the application of nanomaterials with
antioxidant properties on the anti-aging field because of their
excellent activities to anti-inflammatory and healing effects13.
Based on these findings, hydrogen water may be potentially
applied as preventive medicines for oxidative pathway control,
which is important in an aging society. However, health pro-
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motion effects of hydrogen water have not been investigated
sufficiently on normal subjects. In the present study, we aimed
to explore the hygiene improvement by electrolytically generated hydrogen-containing warm water on fingertip-capillary
blood streams, skin moisture, and cleansing of cheek-keratin
plugs. We examined them on normal subjects in terms of tissue
permeability and antioxidant ability of hydrogen as compared
with normal warm water.

Subjects and Methods

Preparation of hydrogen warm water
Electrolytically hydrogen warm water was prepared using
the electrolysis device, Spahare (Flax Co., Ltd., Yokohama,
Japan). In the apparatus, the gaseous hydrogen was produced
by the electrolysis of warm water in a bathtub. The warm
water without electrolysis was applied as normal warm tap
water for the control.
Hydrogen warm water, which was applied to fingertipcapillary blood stream test by 350 mL as oral administration
and 15 L as hand-immersion, contained 0.23 and 0.09 ppm,
respectively, of dissolved hydrogen (DH) as measured with a
DH meter (DH-35A, DKK-TOA Corp., Tokyo, Japan) at 10
minutes after administration. Dissolved hydrogen content was
also measured at 20 minute-operation by 15 L of hydrogen
warm water, and the DH was 0.12 ppm. The pH and dissolved
oxygen (DO) were measured with a pH/DO meter (D-55,
Horiba Inc., Kyoto, Japan), and oxidation-reduction potential
(ORP) was measured using an ORP meter (RM-20P, DKKTOA Corp.). Then, hydrogen warm water of 180 L, which was
applied in a bathtub for cleansing of keratin plug test and skin
moisture test, contained dissolved hydrogen at 0.014 ppm after
10 minutes operation. Dissolved hydrogen content was also
measured after 20 minutes operation by 180 mL of hydrogen
warm water, and the DH was 0.015 ppm.
These parameters, temperatures, DH concentrations,
oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) and DH concentrations
of hydrogen warm water and normal warm water are shown
in Table 1. All other reagents were commercial products of
the reagent grade.
Promoting of fingertip-capillary blood stream by oral- or immersed-hand-mediated administration of hydrogen warm water
Promoting of fingertip-capillary blood streams by hydrogen
warm water was assessed on subjects with comparing oral
administration and immersed-hand-mediated administration of
hydrogen warm water. Two females at the ages of 51 and 43
years in normal good health state with their informed consents
were enrolled in these tests. At first, subjects drank hydrogen
warm water of 350 mL at 40℃ for 10 minutes as an oral administration test. Subsequently, capillary blood streams on several
capillary-loop points of fingertip were observed by videography
using a CCD (charge coupled device)-based microscope (BscanPro, Goko International Co., Ltd., Nagano, Japan; Figure 1)
at each time point for 120 minutes. Then, subjects immersed
their hands into hydrogen warm water of 15 L at 40℃ for 10
minutes as an immersed-hand-mediated administration test, and
capillary blood streams on fingertip were assessed in the same
way as mentioned above. The blood flow level was assessed
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semi-quantitatively as % of the control for three typical microphotographic areas of the ring fingertip using Image J software
(National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA).
The blood-flow fluctuation was so large as not necessarily
significant, and therefore was measured for neither hydrogen
room-temperature water nor normal warm water.
Skin moisture improvement by hydrogen warm water bathing
Skin moisture improvement on several skin loci such as cheek,
neck, upper arm inside part, elbow, lower arm inside part, and
back of hand by hydrogen warm water bathing was assessed on
subjects. Two females at the age of 18 and 43 years in normal
good health state with their informed consents were enrolled
in these tests. At first, subjects took a bath filled with hydrogen
warm water of 180 L for 10 minutes at 40℃. In bathing, their
faces were covered with a hydrogen warm water-dampened
towel, and the towel was exchanged every minute to keep
the skin wet. Immediately before and immediately after and
60 minutes after bathing, skin moisture was measured three
times using an electro-conductivity-based skin moisture meter
DM-R2 (Panasonic Corp., Osaka, Japan). These experiments
were performed every day for seven days. And before those
seven days, experiments by normal warm water bathing were
conducted in the same way as mentioned above.
Cleansing of keratin plugs on nostril and cheek by hydrogen
warm water assessed by stereoscopic microscopy and
scanning electron microscopy
Cleansing of keratin plugs on nostril and cheek, and sebumfilled hair follicles by hydrogen warm water were assessed
on subjects. Female and male at the ages of 36 and 40 years,
respectively, in normal good health state with their informed
consents were enrolled in these tests. Keratin plugs on nostril
and cheek were observed with a stereoscopic microscope
(Z16 APO, Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany)
and a scanning electron microscope (VE-9800, Keyence
Corp., Osaka, Japan) for each skin loci and their siliconplasticizer-replicas (Raptor Survey Institute, Ltd., Shizuoka,
Japan), respectively.
Ethical approval
The present study was officially approved by Research Ethic
Committee of NPO (Non-Profitable Organization) Corporation, Japanese Center for Anti-Aging Med-Sciences authentificated by Hiroshima Prefectural Government.
Statistical analysis
Results were expressed as the mean ± SD, for n = 3 or 4,
and evaluated by the Student’s t-test. The P-values that is at
least smaller than 0.05 were regarded as to be statistically
significant. The T.TEST function of Excel 2016 (Microsoft)
was used for these analyses.

RESULTS

Promoting of fingertip-capillary blood streams by oral- or
immersed-hand-mediated administration of hydrogen warm
water assessed by videography
We observed fingertip-capillary blood streams by videography
Medical Gas Research ¦ March ¦ Volume 8 ¦ Issue 1
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Table 1: Parameters of hydrogen warm water and normal warm water which were applied to a fingertip-capillary blood stream test and a
bathing test

For blood stream test (oral
administration)
Normal warm water (350 mL)
Hydrogen warm water (350 mL)
For blood stream test (handimmersion)
Hydrogen warm water (15 L)
Hydrogen warm water (15 L)
For cleansing of keratin plug and
moisture test (bathing)
Normal warm water (180 L)
Hydrogen warm water (180 L)
Hydrogen warm water (180 L)

Temperature
(oC)

Time after hydrogen
generation (min)

DH (ppm)

ORP (mV)

DO (ppm)

pH

40
40

―
10

0.00
0.23

232
-3

7.2
7.3

7.3
7.3

40
40

10
20

0.090
0.12

34
8

7.0
7.1

7.0
7.1

40
40
40

―
10
20

0.00
0.014
0.015

417
281
124

7.8
7.6
7.8

7.4
7.7
7.2

Note: DH: dissolved hydrogen; ORP: oxidation-reduction potential; DO: dissolved oxygen; min: minutes.

through warmness-caused transiently extended diameter of
the blood vessels, and then restored to about 100% at 60
minutes (Figure 3). The promotion of blood streams was
markedly caused by immersed-hand-mediated-administration
of hydrogen warm water, the blood flow level (%) gradually
decreased initially, and then increased to about 120% at 60
minutes (Figure 3). It was suggested in the case of immersedhand-mediated administration of hydrogen warm water that
dissolved hydrogen directly permeates into skin and thereby
promotes capillary blood streams, which was more effective
than oral administration.

Figure 1: Observation of the fingertip-capillary blood streams by
videography using a charge coupled device-based microscope.

using a CCD-based microscope (Figure 1). Images of the ring
fingertip-capillary blood streams of female at the age of 51
years are shown in Figure 2. The subject immersed her hands
in hydrogen warm water or normal warm water (Table 1).
After 30 minutes from termination of 10-minute immersion
in hydrogen warm water, capillary blood streams obviously
increased on every observed point of the ring fingertip with
compared to before immersion (Figure 2). On the contrary,
normal warm water did not exhibit any increase in capillary
blood streams in the same points, because of post-bathing
getting-cold. These effects were observed similarly on the
other subject female at the age of 43 years (data not shown).
These results suggest that the sustained promotion of blood
streams by hydrogen warm water is not attributed to “warmness” of the hydrogen warm water because of no effect by
normal warm water, but attributed to antioxidant ability of
“hydrogen” dissolved in warm water.
Figure 3 shows promotion of capillary blood streams on the
ring fingertip of female at the age of 51 years by comparing oral
administration with immersed-hand-mediated-administration of
hydrogen warm water. When oral administration of hydrogen
warm water, the blood flow level decreased initially, assumedly
Medical Gas Research ¦ March ¦ Volume 8 ¦ Issue 1

Skin moisture improvement by hydrogen warm water bathing
Immediately after taking a bath filled with hydrogen warm
water (Table 1), the skin moisture (%) on five parts of six
parts of female at the age of 43 years increased by 5–10% as
compared to before bathing, which was kept on for the 7-day
test. On female at the age of 18 years, skin moisture (%) at
immediately after bathing filled with hydrogen warm water
increased in two parts of six parts by 5–10% as compared to
before bathing. Figure 4 shows skin moisture (%) on backs of
hands for the 7-day test. However, skin moisture (%) increased
to near the level as those by normal water bathing (Figure 4).
Cleansing of keratin plugs on nostril and cheek by hydrogen
warm water assessed by stereoscopic microscopy and scanning
electron microscopy
We verified cleansing of keratin plugs on nostril and
cheek by hydrogen warm water bathing (Table 1). Images of
cleansed keratin plugs from cheek on subjects were shown
in stereoscopic micrographs of Figure 5A and in scanning
electron micrographs of Figure 5B. After hydrogen warm
water bathing, area of cleansed keratin plugs (% of the control)
in cheek of 36 years old female increased about 1.3-fold as
much as the control. And number of cleansed keratin plugs
also increased 2.30- and 4.47-fold as many as the control on
cheek of female at the age of 36 years and male at the age of
40 years, respectively (Figure 5C), similar on nostrils. Thus,
the cleansing effects by hydrogen warm water were superior
to normal warm water (Figure 5C).
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Figure 2: Promotion of the ring
fingertip-capillary blood streams
by immersed-hand-mediated
administration of hydrogen warm
water in female at the age of 51
years with compared to normal
warm water.
Note: Images were shown for three
typical capillary-loop points on the
ring fingertip of the subject before
immersion and at 30 minutes (min)
after immersion of hands. Scale
bars: 0.01 mm in the vertical length,
but enlarged 2.6-folds in the lateral
direction.

Figure 3: Promotion of capillary blood streams at the ring fingertip of the
left hand of female at the age of 51 years by comparing oral administration
with immersed-hand-mediated administration of hydrogen warm water.
Note: The charge coupled device-based microscopic photographs were
expanded for 2.3-fold width direction, with unification for brightness and
color tone of the background. The blood flow level (%) was assessed semiquantitatively as % of the control for three micrographic areas of fingertips
using an Image J software. Date are expressed as the mean ± SD, n = 3.
Each administration was executed three times. min: Minutes.

DISCUSSION

We aimed to explore the hygiene improvement by electrolytically generated hydrogen warm water on fingertip-capillary
blood streams in the dermis located more deeply than 0.1 mm
long from the skin surface, skin moisture, and cleansing of
cheek-keratin plugs in the present study.
The fingertip-capillary blood streams observed by videography show that the promotion of blood streams were caused
by immersed-hand-mediated-administration of hydrogen warm
water more appreciably than oral administration, suggesting
that, upon the immersed-hand-mediated administration of
hydrogen warm water, the dissolved hydrogen directly permeates into the depth of skin and thereby promotes capillary
blood streams in the dermis located as deep as 0.1 mm long
from the skin surface. This effect persisted approximately 60
minutes, supposed to be enough time to exclude waste into the
15

Skin moisture (%) on backs of female at the age of 18 and 43 years
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Figure 4: Skin moisture (%) improvement for seven days by hydrogen
warm water bathing or normal warm water bathing on backs of hands
of two female subjects at the ages of 18 and 43 years.
Note: Skin moisture values were evaluated with an electro-conductivity-based
skin moisture meter. Data are expressed as the mean ± SD, n = 3. *P < 0.05,
vs. just before bathing. Min: Minute(s).

blood effectively, thus helpful to anti-aging. It was reported by
our research team that rosary-like aggregation of erythrocytes
was caused by oxidative stress, together with disappearance
of the surface dent structure being necessary for passage of
erythrocytes within the inside of a capillary vessel being more
narrow than a diameter of erythrocytes, but prevented by hydrogen water, as observed by scanning electron microscopy.14
As another mechanism that underlies the hydrogen-promoted
blood streams, oxidative stress-induced delay of blood streams
passing through narrow channels in a blood-streaming rheology comb-shaped apparatus was observed to be restored by
Medical Gas Research ¦ March ¦ Volume 8 ¦ Issue 1
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Figure 5: Effect of cleansing of keratin plugs on nostril and cheek by hydrogen warm water.
Note: (A) Stereoscopic images of cleansed and transferred keratin plugs on cheek by hydrogen warm water bathing with compared to normal warm water
bathing. Representative plugs are shown by arrows. This experiment was performed on female at the age of 36 years and male at the age of 40 years. Scale
bars: 1 mm. (B) Scanning electron microscopic images of cleansed and transferred keratin plugs (indicated by arrowheads) on cheek by hydrogen warm water
bathing with compared to normal warm water bathing. This experiment was performed on female at the age of 36 years and male at the age of 40 years. Scale
bars: 200 μm. (C, D) Cleansing of keratin plugs on nostril and cheek by hydrogen warm water bathing with compared to normal warm water bathing. Cleansing
effects were assessed as the area (C) and number (D) of cleansed keratin plugs by stereoscopic microscopy shown in A and scanning electron microscopy
shown in B. These experiments were performed in female at the age of 36 years and male at the age of 40 years. Date are expressed as the mean ± SD, n =
4. *P < 0.05, vs. hydrogen warm water.

hydrogen water.14
In our experiments, the inhibitory effects of hydrogen to prevent either agglutination or capillary-clogging of erythrocytes
might cause the promotion of blood streams.
Rheology of blood streams is closely related to oxidative
stress. It is reported that oxidative stress can lead to damages
of both endothelial cells and circulating blood cells, but erythrocyte filterability was unaltered in the vitamin E-administered
group in mountaineers.15 Erythrocytes are the first target to free
radical oxidation, but alpha-tocopherol increases the functional
resistance of erythrocytes maybe by the protection of protein
components of the plasma against damaging action by free
radicals.16 In accordance, we hypothesize that dissolved hydrogen bubbles contained in hydrogen warm water permeates
and scavenges reactive oxygen species in erythrocytes and
inhibits coagulation of erythrocytes, resulting in blood stream
promotion in the present study (Figure 6).
Immediately after taking a bath filled with hydrogen warm
water, the skin moisture (%) on subjects increased by 5–10%
as compared to before bathing, although for the stable effects
Medical Gas Research ¦ March ¦ Volume 8 ¦ Issue 1

by hydrogen warm water at least 6 days treatment is necessary
because at some days up to 5 days, normal water seems to be
more effective than hydrogen water (Figure 4). These results
suggest that both hydrogen warm water bathing and normal
warm water bathing serve for skin moisture, but a test period
longer than 7 days might be necessary for analysis to elucidate
the relation of dissolved hydrogen to skin moisture improvement. The physiological effects of hydrogen water depend on
dissolved hydrogen concentration. It is reported that hydrogen
water containing about 0.5 ppm of dissolved hydrogen affects
allergic contact dermatitis in mice.17 In our previous study,
hydrogen water containing 0.8–1.3 ppm of dissolved hydrogen
intake via catheter-feeding via the nose directly to the stomach
was demonstrated, for severely hospitalized elderly patients
with pressure ulcer, to execute wound size reduction and early
recovery.18 Sakai et al.19 suggest that the daily consumption of
water containing a high concentration of hydrogen (over 7 ppm
or 3.5 mg in 500 mL of water) may aid in maintaining functional
vasculature via neutralization of detrimental reactive oxygen
species or suppression of the inflammatory events. Results in
16
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Figure 6: A possible mechanism whereby hydrogen prevents erythrocyte
cohesion, and increases capillary blood streams via oxidative stress
repression due to negatively charged surface lipid membrane of
erythrocytes.

the present study may be owing to dissolved hydrogen contents
of 0.014–0.015 ppm in hydrogen warm water bathing (Table
1), which was not enough high to exhibit physiological effects.
Generally, the saturated concentration of hydrogen in water is
1.6 ppm at normal room temperatures, but it is more difficult to
achieve 1.6 ppm in “warm” water at 40℃ in a bathtub. Though
the technical issue how to dissolve higher concentration of hydrogen in “warm” water remains to be solved, hydrogen warm
water bathing is expected to promote skin moisture.
We verified cleansing of keratin plugs on nostril and cheek
by hydrogen warm water bathing. Results obtained indicate
the cleansing effects by hydrogen warm water was superior
to normal warm water (Figure 5C, D). Hydrogen molecules
were supposed to be dispersed in water mostly as several
hundred nanometer scale bubbles18 and thereby can easily
permeate into small openings of skin. It is reported that hydrogen inhibited cellular damages through prevention of lipid
peroxidation and DNA oxidation by selective-scavenging
of hydroxyl radicals but not disturbing superoxide anion
radicals, hydrogen peroxide, or nitric oxide in cells.20 The
production of malondialdehyde, an indicator of lipid peroxidation, is markedly reduced by hydrogen-rich saline in
rat skin flap.21 Our results suggest that hydrogen permeates
deeply into skin and scavenges reactive oxygen species,
resulting in inhibition lipid peroxidation in sebum-filled hair
follicles (Figure 7).
The similar hydrogen concentration improved the fingertip blood flow and cleansing keratin plugs, however for the
skin moisture, instable effects of increase was observed. The
mechanism underlying protection provided by hydrogen warm
water might be different between these measurements, depending on the penetration ability of skin surface (keratin layer),
epidermal cells, dermal cells and blood vessels. In spite of the
facts, these beneficial effects of hydrogen warm water would
helpful to the anti-aging medicine and cosmetic.
Recently, hydrogen water is extensively investigated, but the
effect of hydrogen on good-healthy subjects remains unclear.
In the present study, hydrogen warm water was employed to
17
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Figure 7: A possible mechanism whereby hydrogen warm water prevents
sebum-filled hair follicles, and keratin plugs via the oxidative stressrepressing ability.
Note: Two biopsies of forehead skin were provided based on an informed
consent from a subject of 54-years-old female. Scale bars: 0.05 mm.

characterize physiological effects of hydrogen in the alleviation of three following different aspects. Fingertip-capillary
blood streams were promoted by immersed-hand-mediatedadministration of hydrogen warm water, but not by normal
warm water, showing the responsibility of hydrogen, for
the blood-stream promotion. Hydrogen warm water bathing
increased skin moisture stably after 6 days treatment with
fluctuating small effects sometimes.
Furthermore, hydrogen warm water exhibited the cleansing
effect of keratin plugs on nostril and cheek more markedly
than normal warm water, showing the thorough cleansing by
hydrogen warm water, keratin-plugs of residual amounts that
could not be cleansed by normal warm water could be removed
effectively. These beneficial effects could be attributed to the
permeability into skin or lipid membrane, and the antioxidant
ability of hydrogen.
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